Trim
Development
Driver seat trim is a major feature of this
year’s show. Chapman have a number of seats
on display using their latest trim designs
aimed to give the seats a more modern feel
whilst adding comfort features and a better
utilisation of materials.

Chapman are delighted to announce that they are currently
working closely with Nubax to trial the ProBax® Seating
Technology within their driver seats. Probax® prevents the
pelvis from rotating backwards when sitting, leaving the seat
user to sit in a more upright, natural and healthy posture.
The “S” shaped curve greatly reduces strain on the neck
and back and it improves blood and oxygen flow through the
body and reduces muscle fatigue and cramps and improves
concentration.

The major benefit is
increased comfort and
greater support for the
user as more of the back
is in contact with the
seat back.

Come a
nd try
a
seat fi
tted w
ith
Probax
® Seat
ing
Techno
logy on
our sta
nd.

PSV Transport

We are delighted to announce that we have recently appointed PSV
Transport Systems as an authorised distributor for Chapman seats
and spares in the aftermarket. Their full contact details can be found
in the Spares section of our website and they are also at the show on
Stand J96.

SideRiser 2

Some of our seats on show feature the next
generation of our SideRiser height adjuster
– aptly named SideRiser 2 or SR2 for short!
The concept of the unit is the same as the
original, but with less moving parts and a
different adjustment method and distinctive
adjustment scale, these are likely to be
much easier to use. Setting the seat takes
seconds when entering the vehicle. The unit
has been on a test vehicle with a major UK
bus builder on a 10 year accelerated life
test with no reported issues.

Office Seating

Chapman now have a range of office seats manufactured
to the same high standard as their robust driver seats.
These can be specified with a variety of trim options, with
or without headrest and armrests or even embroidered
with a special design. Come and try one of the seats
on the stand and talk to us about how to enter our free
competition to win one of the display seats!

Social Media

We have now finally got our social media all set up. Follow
us on Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn for all the latest news
as well as exclusive offers which will feature on social
media first.
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